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Seminar paper from the year 2010 in the
subject Communications - Journalism,
Journalism Professions, grade: 1,7,
University of Hamburg (IJK), course:
Journalism and European Public Spheres,
language: English, abstract: To what extent
can the Internet in particular, as one form
of network that delivers space for
communication, fulfill the requirements of
a public sphere? Measured against
idealized concepts, online public spheres
analyzed in studies that are presented in the
essay, especially those of Slashdot.org and
Digg.com, seem to be promising versions
of deliberation space.

Welcome to the blog of Joan le Grande. I'm changing the blog to english so forgive me the dutch articles before. I
already translated a few, keeping it up! Anyway, stay tuned for lifestyle articles and reviews about games or other nerdy
stuff. Enjoy! Categories Comics Games Playstation 4 Wii U Lifestyle Posted by Joan le Grande in Games, Playstation 4
Leave a comment Tagsexperience, first look, Games, Playstation 4, Playstation VR review, ps4 VR review, viraal reality
YES YES YES. I’m super hyped about the VR, but you obviously knew that already because of my last blogpost. There
were a few hiccups because I ordered it online and I was working during the time it came. I stressed, freaked, jumped
and finally gave up on the thought I got to play on the day it came out. But luck was on my side and when I got home,
20 minutes later the VR glasses arrived! In this post I will take you with me on my first experience with virtual reality.
Was it as awesome as I hoped? Or is nauseating and not really my cup of tea? Read and find out!
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Slashdot radial trees social DO DUGG DIGGERS DIGG DILIGENTLY?: Feedback as motivation Discussions
about the Internets technological properties, such as its distributed Habermassian question of the public sphere and
deliberative democracy, or around .. 35A true Web 2.0 poster-child, Digg lets registered users send in links pointing .
Most famously, Slashdots elaborate discussion filtering system, which Information Free Full-Text
Government-Driven Participation and Taking stock: A Meta-Analysis of the Virtual Public Sphere in
Communication . enactment of deliberative democratic participation due to their collusion with . Fo Kea e : a theo of pu
li life that li gs dog ati all to the .. Poor N (2005) Mechanisms of an Online Public Sphere: The Website Slashdot,
Journal of Computer-. Does Habermas Understand the Internet? - R. Stuart Geiger Measured against idealized
concepts, online public spheres analyzed in studies that are presented in the essay, especially those of and Digg.com,
Deliberative Nerdocracy: The Online Public Sphere - Google Books Deliberative democracy: From vote-centric to
talk-centric 11 2.4 What is deliberation? Conclusion 20. 7. 3 Online deliberation and the public sphere. Threads of
Deliberation: A Textual Analysis of Online News The internet could be an efficient political instrument if it were
seen as part of a democracy where free and open discourse within a vital public sphere plays a The Role of Digital
Culture in Neoliberal Deliberative Decision Measured against idealized concepts, online public spheres analyzed in
studies that are presented in the essay, especially those of and Digg.com, Measuring Platform Effects in Digital
Democracy - The Internet Digital democracy, Online deliberation, Online discussion, Human-Computer online
platforms are already having an impact on the public sphere (Dahlgren, . Spain. Social news websites, like Reddit,
Slashdot or Digg, feature user-posted. Chapter 5 - The idea of a networked public sphere - The Internet Collective
deliberation over public issues often brings pain and patience, rather than fun and joy. overall influence of the national
initiative on participatory democracy. Keywords: intelligence public sphere Government 3.0. 1. Poor, N. Mechanisms
of an online public sphere: The website Slashdot. Colloki: Rethinking Local Conversations on the Web - Public
Sphere regarding the role of the Internet in the public sphere: Habermas himself and the pro- . quality and importance
(whether this is in internal mechanisms like Slashdots comment One such site is Digg, which has experienced
significant growth in recent years. . sphere for a free society governed by deliberative democratic Deliberative
Nerdocracy Hausarbeiten publizieren Keywords: e-democracy e-deliberation online forums Slashdot radial trees
social networks political .. or Digg, Slashdot (founded in 1997) has had enough time to represents a public sphere or a
virtual public. Measuring Platform Effects in Digital Democracy - Artificial The commenting patterns of a sample
of 6,468 users on . One of the first large-scale collaborative blogs, called Slashdot, faced the ether of the internet,
scores and textual responses provide a way .. 298) draws a distinction between ordinary public conversation, and
democratic deliberation Chapter 6. Institutionalizing without Institutions? Web 2.0 and the Measured against
idealized concepts, online public spheres analyzed in studies that are presented in the essay, especially those of and
Digg.com, Government-Driven Participation and Collective Intelligence - MDPI Discussions about the Internets
technological properties, such as its distributed around the Habermassian question of the public sphere and deliberative
democracy, .. 35A true Web 2.0 poster-child, Digg lets registered users send in links pointing to .. 24 From Slashdots
FAQ (http:///faq/com-mod.shtml). Online Deliberation between the Weak and Strong Public Sphere Discussions
about the Internets technological properties, such as its distributed Habermassian question of the public sphere and
deliberative democracy, or around .. 35A true Web 2.0 poster-child, Digg lets registered users send in links pointing .
Most famously, Slashdots elaborate discussion filtering system, which Deliberative Nerdocracy - Bettina Rehmann Google Books of the Internet-based public sphere, but rather to point out insights on which such Chapter 2 addresses
the theory or perspective of deliberative democracy, par oped, as in Googles search method, and in rating methods
(Slashdot, Digg). public sphere, which he then used to study the online website Slashdot. Public deliberation, which
stems from democratic deliberative theory, is a concept Internet social interactions: On the Internet nobody knows
youre a dog. Chapter 6. Institutionalizing without Institutions? Web 2.0 and the Keywords: Social Networks,
public sphere, Internet fragmentation .. developed, as in Googles search method, and in rating methods (Slashdot, Digg).
. Habermas view on the public sphere, along with the deliberative democracy approach, 560084_The Internet - UiO DUO Abstract To ground an assessment of community radios contributions to political life, this paper reviews recent
developments in public sphere The structure of political discussion networks: a model for the Chapter 6.
Institutionalizing without Institutions? Web 2.0 and the democratic activity and act as an intermediary level of
organization between the local online deliberation systems are still using the traditional discussion forums . (e.g., Digg,
Slashdot, and other similar sites) work in part due to the large The structure of political discussion networks: a Semantic Scholar Keywords: Social Networks, public sphere, Internet fragmentation .. developed, as in Googles search
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method, and in rating methods (Slashdot, Digg). . Habermas view on the public sphere, along with the deliberative
democracy approach, Deliberative Nerdocracy Publish your masters thesis, bachelors Digital democracy, Online
deliberation, Online discussion, Human-Computer online platforms are already having an impact on the public sphere
(Dahlgren, . Spain. Social news websites, like Reddit, Slashdot or Digg, feature user-posted. Social media supporting
political deliberation across multiple public Measured against idealized concepts, online public spheres and , seem
to be promising versions of deliberation space. Deliberative Nerdocracy: The Online Public Sphere of Slashdot and
Digg online deliberative democracy Deliberative Nerdocracy DIGG DIALOGG WINDOW Digg.
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